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AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

The purpose of an airborne electromagnetic survey i* to 

narrow rapidly the search for conductive sulphide ore bodies in areas 

where such deposits are likely to occur. Depending on a number of 

things, including size and attitude, conductive bodies can be located 

by airborne electromagnetic surveys at depths varying from a few 

feet to over one hundred feet below the surface.

The principles underlying electromagnetic induction methods, 

whether used in airborne equipment or on ground work, are identical. 

Briefly an alternating current generator produces an alternating field 

which is radiated by a coil of wire. This primary field links with any 

conductive body within its range to produce a secondary field, and this 

secondary field is picked up by a receiving coil, amplified and recorded 

as an anomalous reading. If no conductive body occurs within the limits 

mentioned above, then there is no secondary field produced and no 

anomalous indication.

The system used by Aerophysics of Canada Limited is a single 

frequency out-of-phase method, with a coil orientation and low operating 

frequency which gives it good depth of exploration as well as excellent 

discrimination against surficial overburden. The equipment consists
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of an alternating current generator connected to a primary transmitting 

coil, all mounted in an aircraft. The pickup or receiving coil is towed 

behind and below the aircraft in a specially constructed "bomb11 , and 

the received signals are transmitted up the tow cable. These signals 

are continuously recorded on a paper tape along with the elevation of 

the aircraft and are synchronized with a continuous strip photograph 

made of the flight path.

Electromagnetic anomalies*result from sulphide mineralization, 

graphitic formations, and some fault zones. Disseminated sulphide min 

eralization, consisting entirely of discrete particles is not a conductor at 

the frequencies used for airborne geophysical exploration. The airborne 

anomalies obtained from a survey should be evaluated in the light of all 

geological and physiographical data before embarking on field investig 

ations. Under certain circumstances, some anomalies can'be eliminated 

by the above procedure. The remaining anomalies should be checked by 

ground surveys in order to establish their exact locations.

EXPLANATION OF AEM RECORDS

An illustrative section of a record is shown below. The direction 

of flight is always from left to right. The paper speed is about 2. 5 inches 

per mile, but this will vary with the wind and direction of flight.

l
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The bottom trace is a record of the Out-of-Phase component. 

Its zero position is in the centre of the chart. Anomalous peaks are 

always positive, i.e. , they rise above the zero position. Negative 

peaks have no direct significance. Peaks marked S are calibration 

markers.

The top trace records the Total Signal, and is of secondary 

importance only.

The middle trace is the Altimeter trace and continuously records 

the height of the aircraft above ground.
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NOTE; The Altimeter pen records ten millimeters to the right of the 

other two pens. Hence one should compare a given point on the Total 

Signal trace or Out -of -Phase trace with a point 10 millimeters to the 

right on the Altimeter trace.

The fiducial marks on the bottom of the record occur regularly 

at 30 second intervals, and, in addition, as required by the operator' to 

mark topographic features as an aid to data reduction. These marks - 

occur simultaneously on the record and photographic strip. 

PRESENTATION OF DATA

The aircraft flight path is plotted on a base map from the con 

tinuous photographic strip. The corresponding record is correlated 

with the strip photograph by means of the fiducial marks.

An Out-of- Phase anomaly is shown on the map as an oblong 

block on the flight line with a large dot marking tha approximate location 

of its maximum amplitude. The length of the block represents the approxi 

mate extent of the anomaly on the ground as recorded by the equipment. 

If the anomaly ia indefinite the block is dotted; in indefinite maximum 

amplitude is shown as an open circle.

NOTE: The extent and location of the anomalies cannot bs recorded to 

better than   300 feet.

For easy map reference anomalies have the same number as 

the line on which they occur, with letter suffixes where more than one 

anomaly occurs on a given flight line.



AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY 

OF THE GOULAIS RIVER AREA

FOR

TECHNICAL MINE CONSULTANTS LIMITED 

1. INTRODUCTION

The area was first surveyed during March 1956. The result* 

of this surveying were found to be somewhat unsatisfactory due to the 

rough nature of the terrain. The equipment was modified to increase 

its stability, and the area was re-surveyed between July 18 and August 

3, 1956.

2. SURVEY PROCEDURE

The flight lines were spaced at 1/4 mile intervals and oriented 

in a north-south direction, similar to the original survey. One additional 

line was flown beyond the eastern boundary of the first survey area, and 

for this reason, line 2 corresponds approximately with the previous 

line 1.

3. RESULTS

The anomalies are plotted on the flight lines as long blocks 

indicating the extent of the anomaly with a solid dot at the approximate 

location of the peak. If the anomaly is considered doubtful, it is shown 

dotted and the peak as an open circle.
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In the re-suryeying more anomalies "ware recognised, .dome of

the,*e are coincident with indications obtained in the previous flying, while
j i"

sisverai oi the original anomalies were not repeated. An exact correlation , 

of the two sets of results is not to be expected since the actual flight paths 

of the aircraft are quite dissimilar.

In the following discussion, anomalies encountered in the March 

surveying will be prefixed by the symbol f (e.g. f2), while those of the 

July survey will be identified by line number and letter (e, g. 2A).

The majority of the anomalies lie in a strip approximately 2 

miles wide that extends northwestwards from the SE corner of Township 

24, KHI through Wart Lake. Several strong linears with a similar strike 

direction can be seen on the airphotos of this area. The following indic 

ations all lie within this strip: fi, 12, f3, f4, f5, |6, f8, f9 and 4A, 

5A, 8A, 13A, 13B, 16A, 16B, 17A, 19A, 20A, 20B, 21A, 22A, 23A, 

24A, 26A, 26B and 34A. It should be noted that f2, f3 and f4 appear 

to have been repeated and that 8A may be associated with f 8 and 19.

Anomaly l A lies beyond the east boundary of the first survey 

area. Its length suggests that the flight line is crossing a conductor at 

a slight angle.

Anomalies f7, f 12 and 6A, 10A and 11A all lie near a NW-SE 

trending linear. Anomaly 10A correlates quite well with f 12, but was 

recorded over amuch longer portion of the flight path. Anomaly 6A 

lies close to f7 but somewhat farther south. Since these anomalies 

were encountered on flights in opposite directions, ground checks 

should be carried out over both locations.

"TV.
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: Anomalies 9RA and 9A were recorded oil flight* in opposite i 

directions over the previously encountered* f 10. The airphoto* suggest
i 1 ^*4 ^ '
^ st linear feature extending NE in this locality, and hence, 7A may be
'\ ' '' . ' 
', associated with 9A and 9B. although no indication* were found on the,- ,̂.. /.••.-.•••'. '

l - *f '

~l fitervening traces.

A

Anomalies 12A and 13RB both have quite a long trace length
\

and were picked up on adjacent lines.

Anomalies l OB and 14A lie near the north boundary of the area. 

A doubtful indication, 15A appears to line up with 14A.

Three doubtful anomalies, 23B, 38A and 4QA are shown on the 

map. Unless these indications can be eliminated on geological grounds, 

they shouM be given a reconnaissance ground check.

AEROPHYS1CS OF CANADA LIMITED

Dated: August 17th, 1956.

D. B. Sutherland, 
Geophysicist.

Stanley Davidson, 
Geological Consultant.
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Aerial Electromagnetic Survey*

CENTRA!, NOTES ON THE AE&OPK7SXCS OF CANADA LIMITED 
AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEM

The purpose of en airborne electromagnetic varve? Ifl to 

narrow rapidly the aearch for conductive eulphide ore bodies in areas 

where each deposits are likely to occur* Depending among other things 9 

on the siae and attitude of conductive bodies, they can be located at 

depths varying from ft few feet to over one hundred feet below the surface.

The principles underlying electromagnetic induction methods 

whether used in airborne equipment or on ground work are identical. 

Briefly an alternating current generator, produce o en alternating field 

which le radiated by a coil of v/ire. This primary field links with any 

conductive body within it* ranj*e to produce a secondary field, and this 

secondary field la picked up by a receiving coil, amplified ond recorded 

as an anomalous reading* If TVO conductive body occurs within the limits 

mentioned above, then there is no secondary field produced and no 

anomalous indication.

Tho system used by Acrophycics of Canada limited lo a oingle 

frequency out-of-phaoe method, v/ith n coil orientation and lox? operating 

frequency which rive it good diccriminatiim against surficial overburden 

os well as depth of penetration. It conoiots of an alternating current 

generator mounted in tho aircraft connected to a primary transmitting 

coil also carried in tho aircraft. Tho pickup or receiving coil is towed
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behind and below the aircraft in a specially constructed "bomb", and

the received signals are transmitted up the tow cable and continuously 

recorded on a paper tape. Simultaneously the elevation of the aircraft 

is recorded and a continuous strip photograph is made of the flight path*

Electromagnetic anomalies result from sulphide mineralization, 

graphitic formations, and some fault zones. Disseminated sulphide 

mineralization, consisting entirely of discrete particles is not a conductor 

at the frequencies used for airborne geophysical exploration. The airborne 

anomalies obtained from a survey should be evaluated in the light of all 

geological and physiographical data before embarking on field investig 

ations. Under certain circumstances , some anomalies can be eliminated 

by the above procedure. The remaining anomalies should be checked 

by ground surveys in order to pin-point their exact locations.
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iS?BoadAwmo, AEROPHYSICS OF CANADA LIMITED
Don MUla,^itario. OTTAWA 4, ONTARIO

' . Aerial Electromagnetic Surveys

l REPORT ON THE AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY 

j OF THE GOULAIS RIVER PROSPECT, ONTARIO

FOR

l TECHNICAL MINE CONSULTANTS LIMITED______^ 

l ** INTRODUCTION

At the request of Dr. E. L. Evans, Chief Geologist of 

Tecbnical Mine Consultants Limited, an airborne electromagnetic 

l survey wae carried out over seven townships located to the north of .-^
f - -* ,vy

l the Goulais River (see sketch map). The arya contains approximately —,

F 216 miles, and 882 line mileo wore required to cover it at 1/4 mile

l spacing. Tho eurvey was started on March 24 and completed on

	April l, 1956.

l There is considerable topographic relief in tho eastern 

j ' part of the area and tho major rivers lie In etcep-sldcd valleya. Tho

l terrain in Township 26, Ran^c 14 io extremely rusgod and it was found

l impossible to maintain the accepted altitude. There topojjraphic conditions

l as pointed out by Dr. i^vano before the curvcy was undertaken, should bo

l kept in mind when reading the following.

l 2* PRESENTATION OF RSSULTS

l Tho anomalies encountered in the survoyinj; have been

l numbered in order of recognition and aro chown on Map No, F-935
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together with the actual flight path of the aircraft. Since the elevation 

of the aircraft above a conductor greatly affects the amplitude of the 

response obtained, a correction for elevation has been applied to each 

anomaly to form a basis for comparison. These corrected values of the 

amplitude together with the length of flight path over which the anomaly 

was recorded are shown in tabular form in the Record of Anomalies. 

Considerable caution should be employed in evaluating

the importance of a conductor on the basis of its quantitative charactcriotica 

since a large conductor, deeply buried,can give rise to tho same response 

as a small conductor closer to the surface. 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A total of twelve anomalous indications were picked up 

by the survey. Many of these anomclieo lie close to large linear 

features.

Nos. 2,3 and 4 are found on adjacent lines and their 

proximity suggests that they may be clue to a single continuous feature. 

A prominent NW striking lineament appears to lie close to these anomalies. 

This group of anomalies is concidered to be of primary importance.

Nos. 8 and 9. These anomalies are separated by only a 

few hundred feet and were encountered on successive flights of line 7. 

They are considered of the same importance as Nos, 2-4.

Noa. 1,6 and 10. Although quite ioolated and scattered, 

all of these have conoiderable amplitude, and, consequently, warrant 

detailed ground investigation.
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Nos. 5 and 7 were both recorded at elevations below 

500 feet, and therefore lack of correlative anomalies on adjacent lines 

may not be significant. Both anomalous areas -warrant detailed geologic 

investigation.

No*. 11 and 13 are weak indications and should be left 

out of the preliminary investigations.

AEROPHYS1CS OF CANADA LIMITED 

McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

Stanley Davidson, 
Consultant.

D. B. Sutherland, 
Consultant.

Dated: April 25th, 1956.
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RECORD OP ANOMALIES

Anomaly 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Line

13RS

21S

22N

23S

25S

33N

5N

7N

7RN

8S

37N

9RS

Ground Length 
Feet

1200

2300

1200

1700

1000

1200

1700

1200

700

1300

1500

1400

Amplitude 
mm

34

18

17

12

12

27

12

32

26

17

6

12

Remarks

Good amplitude ~"~

Adjacent to No. 3 ~

Adjacent to No. 2 '

A possible anomaly that 
has been upgraded due to 
its proximity to NOB, 2^ 
and 3.

Picked up at 400 feet.

Good amplitude "

Picked up at 470 feet

Excellent response —

Reflight and check -~

Mediocre response *

A weak response

A very poor response

ASROPKYSICS OF CANADA LIMITED 

McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

D. B. Sutherland, 
Consultant.

Dated: April 25th, 1956.
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LEGEND

Bonded s ediments, G rey^ocka ( 9-q), Arkose (9-a), 

Quartzila ( 9-q), Slate 19-s), Paragnelsa (9-p)

TijjS D iabase (3-d) Gabbro (3-g)

.

KG.

dj*d

iv
3~"fl

3-d- . 
it

^ ^ ..-''''^S ' ~J|. -^ i)6 ^e y. - -A alta, i
* 9 6 ^6... s '* 3-rf ^5?Si "^ "* J

f'*. S6 qiz- 'Hi-^ ^aiP ^eN -9 ^ -J^0 : *-. 6
^-^^^09 99. y \ O?^0 fe6

3-d ' ,'| - *. - "^ 
H.G. '. L-G- - . i

4

Conglomerate

Greenstone (6-a.), Rhyolite (6-r), Trachyte (6-t), 
Felsite (6-*), Schistst6-*)

SYMBOLS
pyr- P/rile

gal.- Galena

carb.- Carbonate fractures

qtz. - Quartz veins ft fractures 

sere. - Serpentine

Strike fi dip of conloct 

Strike a dip of bedding

[ft' Swomp 

1( " Scarp 

^ O utcrop

Traverse l ine

-••— Trail

r-**-* Running *1ream

H.G. High ground

L.G. Low ground

TECHNICAL MINE CONSULTANT
,; - A.C.R. PROJECT 

f^/ Township 25 Range 14

7 ANOMALY ' 6 AREA 
GEOLOGY

Scale: f* 4001 June,I95 
Work by J. Johnson___
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'Conflomaratt
Pye' -r'

-* - EJrt. Cwfdoclor
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TECHNICAL MINE CONSULTANTS LTD.
A,C.R. PROJECT

Township 24 Ronge 13

AN(5MAIY l AREA^ , ~ 1 ' ! ":
; 6EOIJ06Y

f MOO* Work by; aa
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LEGEND

Greenstone etrJt- 
Felsite (6-f), S ch

L

SYMBOLS
Pyrile
Sericite schist
Quartz
Pillow structure
Outcrop boundary
Outcrop boundary indefinite
Gaologic contact
Geologic contact ossurnad
Geologic contact gradattonal
Bluff or scarp
Swamp or muskeg
Strike and dip of bedding

TECHNICAL MINE CONSULTANTS LTD,
A.CR. PROJECT 

Township 2 5 Range 13

ANOMALY 5 AREA 

GEOLOGY

Scale: l"* 400* Work by: EM. , Date;Septffl
"- 0012*6
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